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� Intermetallics are characterized by calculating elastic and thermal properties.
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a b s t r a c t

Interaction for both pure Al and AleU alloys of the MEAM type are developed. The obtained Al inter-
atomic potential assures its compatibility with the details of the framework presently adopted. The AleU
interaction fits various properties of the Al2U, Al3U and Al4U intermetallics. The potential verifies the
stability of the intermetallic structures in a temperature range compatible with that observed in the
phase diagram, and also takes into account the greater stability of these structures relative to others that
are competitive in energy. The intermetallics are characterized by calculating elastic and thermal
properties and point defect parameters. Molecular dynamics simulations show a growth of the Al3U
intermetallic in the Al/U interface in agreement with experimental evidence.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the last decades, the metallic UeMo alloy has been consid-
ered as a prototype of nuclear fuel of high U density [1e3]. In
practice, the UeMo alloy is dispersed in an Al matrix, which acts as
a mechanical support and allows fast transmission of heat gener-
ated by fission. During the irradiation, the fuel particles react with
the surrounding Al matrix and post-irradiation experiments have
shown a significant interaction layer producing a considerable
swelling and unacceptable porosity [4]. Many works have been
dedicated to identify phase products in the interaction layer and to
study their formation dynamics [5e8], while others focus on how
to avoid or lessen their occurrence, mainly by adding elements like
C, CNEA, Avda. Gral Paz 1499,
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Si to the Al matrix and transition elements to the fuel alloy [9,10].
The investigations carried out to reach a solution of the techno-
logical problems are not usually based on scientific grounds and
relay on comparisons with other similar systems or just trial and
error.

Diffusion experiments between Al and U have been carried out
since the end of 1940's by a number of authors to measure the
growth rate of the interaction band at different temperatures and
pressures. Many of the works report that the diffusion zone is
mainly formed by the Al3U phase, which grows irregularly into U,
and that Al4U is porous and fragile while Al2U and Al3U form
adherent layers. The applied pressure increases and the metal ox-
ides inhibit the growth of the diffusion zone. Bareis [11] is one of
the first works in reporting that clean surfaces of Al and U reacted
under contact at moderate temperatures to form Al3U. He found an
increase of the interaction layer with the applied pressure and
concluded that the formation of Al3U is due to U diffusion through
the Al3U layer. Murray [12] prepared diffusion couples of Al/U by
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dipping U samples in molten Al to get rid of oxide skins and to
insure a goodmetallic contact between the twometals. She claimed
that Al is the diffusing species and did not find any evidence of U
diffusing into Al. Also, she observed formation of Al3U in U cracks,
concluding that diffusion in surface should be faster than in the
bulk. Storchheim and Zambrow [13] also concluded from marker
motion studies that Al diffuses faster into U than vice versa. They
confirmed that the applied pressure helps to increase the rate of
growth of Al3U into Al. Le Claire and Bear [14] found that Al3U is the
main phase present in the diffusion zone, Al2U is found to form a
very thin layer between Al3U and U and a gray powder formed
under certain conditions between Al3U and Al is identified as Al4U.
They observed that the diffusion band penetrated around 70% into
Al and 30% into U with respect to the initial contact plane. Similar
percentages (60% for Al and 40% for U) are observed by Deluca and
Sumsion [15]. Castleman [16] established correlations between
annealing time, annealing temperature, applied pressure and the
nature and distribution of voids observed in Al3U. He found that the
rate of growth of Al2U and Al4U is much slower than that of Al3U.
Subramanyam et al. [5] studied the irregular growth of the diffusion
band into U and proposed that interfacial breakdown is not a result
of preferred growth direction, but rather due to both limited
nucleation rate and high growth rate of the Al3U phase.

Predicting the effects that degrade the material requires the
knowledge of phenomena operating at atomic level, which is diffi-
cult to access by experiments. Atomistic simulation methods are
important as a tool in supporting experiments, since they are able to
separate the effects of various components of the evaluation of the
microstructure and thus reveal fundamental physicalmechanism of
degradation. In this paper, Modified Embedded Atom Method
(MEAM) [17,18] interatomic potentials are fitted for Al and AleU
binary system. The pure Al interatomic potential fitted in this work
adapts better to the context of the present study than previous
others found in the literature [19e21]. This potential, together with
a recently developed MEAM potential for pure U [22], are used to
find an appropriate interaction for the AleU alloy. All reported
simulations are performed by means of the LAMMPS code [23].

In Section 2 the main aspects of the MEAM formalism are briefly
recalled. Then, a description of the fitting procedure to determine
the MEAM parameters is given, and their optimal values for all the
needed interactions are reported. Many different static and dy-
namic properties of the perfect lattice and microstructural defects
for pure Al are given in Section 3 and for AleU alloys in Section 4.
Only the effect of single point defects have been studied, as the
main purpose of the present work is to assess the potential per-
formance in simple diffusion situations in which irradiation is ab-
sent. Results are compared with first principles, other classical
potentials and experimental values from the literature, when
available. Finally, in Section 5 all results are summarized.
2. Calculation method

2.1. MEAM formalism

A full description of the original MEAM formalism has been
published elsewhere [24]. In this section, only the main aspects of
the model are briefly described. In the MEAM, the total energy of a
multicomponent system is approximated as:

E ¼
X
i

FiðriÞ þ
1
2

X
jsi

fij
�
Rij

�
; (1)

Fi is the embedding function, ri is the background electron density
at site i, and fij (Rij) is the pair interaction between atoms i and j
separated by a distance Rij. The embedding function is given as:

FðrÞ ¼ AEc
r

r0
ln
�
r

r0

�
; (2)

where A is an adjustable parameter, Ec is the cohesion energy, and
r0 is the background electron density for a reference structure.
Generally, the low temperature experimental structure is taken as
reference structure. The background electron density ri is
composed of a spherically symmetric partial electron density r

ð0Þ
i

and angular contributions r
ð1Þ
i , r

ð2Þ
i and r

ð3Þ
i , representing the

contributions of s, p, d and f atomic electron densities [24]. The
partial electron densities are combined into:
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X3
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h
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: (3)

where t(h) are adjustable parameters. The total electron density at
site i is evaluated as:

ri ¼ r
ð0Þ
i GðGiÞ (4)

where GðGÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G

p
for Al and GðGÞ ¼ 2=ð1þ e�GÞ for U. To

calculate the pair term of Eq. (1) it is necessary to give a functional
form to f(R). However, there is no specific form in the MEAM
formalism. Its value is computed from the difference of the total
energy and the embedding function as a function of distance R in
the reference structure. The total energy per atom is obtained from
the universal state equation of Rose et al. [25] as a function of R:

EaðRÞ ¼ �Ec
�
1þ a* þ da*3

�
e�a* (5)

where d is an adjustable parameter, a* ¼ a(R/re � 1), re is the first
neighbor distance, a¼ (9BUEc)1/2, B is the bulkmodulus andU is the
equilibrium atomic volume. It should be noted that the parameter
d can take two different values d1 and d2, accordingly if a* is pos-
itive (expansion) or negative (contraction). The pair potential f(R)
is extracted by inverting the next expression, considering up to
second neighbor interactions [18]:

EaðRÞ ¼ F
h
r0ðRÞ

i
þ ðZ1=2ÞfðRÞ þ ðZ2S=2ÞfðaRÞ; (6)

where Zi is the number of neighbors in the i-shell, a is the ratio
between the first and second neighbor distance and S is the
screening factor. Lee and Baskes [18] have shown the details of
extracting f(R) from the Eq. (6). The screening factor S represents
the influence of the neighbor atoms k in the interaction between i
and j. For each neighbor atom k, it is possible to calculate a C factor:

x2 þ 1
C
y2 ¼

R2ij
4

(7)

where x, y are the coordinates of k with respect to the ellipse
defined by the positions i, j, k. The screening of the k atom varies
gradually in the range Cmin < C < Cmax. If C < Cmin the screening is
total (S¼ 0) and there is not direct interaction between i y j, while if
C > Cmax the interaction is independent of k (S ¼ 1) [18].
2.2. Determination of MEAM parameters

The parameters of the model are determined by minimizing the
objective function:



Table 2
Calculated (MEAM), experimental (Exp.) and first principles (FP) lattice parameters
and energies of different phases in Al. Target properties are in bold.

Structure Property MEAM Exp./FP w

A1, fcc a (Å) 4.05 4.050a

4.020b

4.036c

500

Ec (eV/at) 3.36 3.360d

4.074b
50000

A2, bcc a (Å) 3.271 3.216b

3.240c

DEbccefcc (eV/at) 0.159 0.120d

0.113b

0.087c

50000

A3, hcp a (Å) 2.842 2.853c

c (Å) 4.734 4.681c

DEhcpefcc (eV/at) 0.040 0.040d

0.030b

0.033c

50000

a Ref. [27].
b Ref. [28].
c Ref. [29].
d Ref. [30].

Table 3
Calculated (MEAM), experimental (Exp.) and first principles (FP) formation volumes
Vf, formation energies Ef, migration energies Em, for vacancy and interstitials in Al.
Target properties are in bold.

MEAM Exp./FP w

Vf
V (Uat) 0.716 0.62a

0.7b
1

EfV (eV) 0.670 0.67 ± 0.03a

0.5e0.55b
500

EmV (eV) 0.610 0.61 ± 0.03a 500
Vf
<100> (Uat) 3.144 2.9a 1

Ef<100> (eV) 2.992 3.0a

2.7e2.43b
500

Em<100> (eV) 0.115 0.115a 500
DEfOct (eV) 0.228 >0.2

0.1b
50000

DEfTet (eV) 0.823 0.5b

a Ref. [31].
b Ref. [21].

Table 4
Calculated (MEAM) and experimental (Exp.) elastic constant (GPa) in Al. Target
values are in bold.

MEAM Exp. [32] w

C11 113.5 11.43 1
C12 61.6 61.92 1
C44 45.4 31.62 1
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Q ¼
X
i

wi

�
qrefi � qcalci

�2
�
qrefi

�2 (8)

where qrefi are reference values, qcalci are the calculated values by
the MEAM interatomic potential and wi are the corresponding
weights. First, the fifteen parameters of pure Al are determined;
then, the eleven corresponding to the AleU alloy. The minimization
is carried out using the downhill simplexmethod [26] which is very
robust and do not require any derivatives of Q.

2.3. MEAM potential for pure Al

The potential parameters for Al are fit to literature values of
several properties of the ground state fcc structure and a few other
metastable states, point defect properties, and the fcc elastic con-
stants. Vacancy and interstitial migration barriers are roughly
estimated as the difference between the system with the Al
jumping atom constrained to be in the middle of its migration path
and the same system with the defect in equilibrium in each case.
Full relaxation of all structures at a temperature T ¼ 0 K is allowed
at each optimization step. Table 1 reports the best parameter set,
while Tables 2e4 show the fitted properties. The corresponding
weights wi for each target property are also reported. Energy hi-
erarchy between different phases is given the highest weights,
defect properties are assigned intermediate weights and the lowest
values are placed on the elastic properties. The overall fitting ach-
ieved is quite good except for a few quantities (elastic constant C44,
the octahedral self-interstitial and the new orthorhombic meta-
stable phase).

2.4. MEAM potential for AleU

The MEAM potential parameters for AleU are fitted to repro-
duce the lattice parameters and formation energies of the three
intermetallics and their relative stability with respect to several
other structures (cubic L12 and D03, Laves phases C14, C15 and C36
and cubic B1 and B2). Thermal stability of intermetallics proved to
be a very difficult property to satisfy, particularly for Al4U. A very
simple three-step process is implemented to force this property
into the parameter fitting. First, a minimization of atomic co-
ordinates and lattice parameters at 0 K of a small block is made.
Then, a very short molecular dynamics (MD) simulation at NVE and
1000 K is performed with the purpose of shaking atoms out of their
equilibrium positions. Finally, the atomic coordinates are relaxed
again and the structure energy is compared with that of the first
minimization. If the structure is stable under the current potential
parameters, atoms will return to the initial positions and energies
will be the same up to numerical tolerance (10�7 eV/at). This test
turned out to be fast and good enough to ensure a local stability for
the three intermetallic structures. Particular attention is also paid
to constitutional point defects in Al4U, which are forced to give
positive energy differences with respect to the perfect lattice (see
Section 4.4.1. ahead for a description of these defects). Vacancy
Table 1
Optimized potential parameters for Al. The reference structure is fcc.

a b(0) b(1) b(2) b(3)

4.68604 1.56205 5.39270 5.29601 �1.00047
a (Å) Ec (eV) A t1 t2
4.05 3.36 1.06859 �1.54917 �1.28508
t3 d1 d2 Cmin Cmax

10.01041 0.39558 0.09806 1.00769 2.31407
migration energy of Al in Al3U is imposed to render a value of
around 0.8 eV [15]. To fit it, the migration energy is estimated from
five different positions of a constrained Al atom along its migration
path between two neighbor Al vacancies. As in the case of the pure
Al potential, full relaxation of each structure is performed. All these
calculations are repeated at each optimization step. In decreasing
order of weight values, the higher importance are given to inter-
metallic thermal stability, their formation energies, phase stability
regarding other metastable phases, constitutional point defects in
Al4U and Al migration in Al3U, and, finally, the intermetallic lattice
parameters.

The best set of potential parameters is reported in Table 5.
Table 6 reports the calculated lattice parameters and formation
energies for each intermetallic phase. Fig. 1 shows the relative in-
termetallics stabilities regarding other considered metastable



Fig. 2. Atomic volume as a function of temperature from a heating molecular dynamic

Table 5
Optimized potential parameters for AleU. The reference structure is L12.

a Ec (eV) re (Å) r0U=Al Cmin (112) Cmin (121)
5.5364807 4.0435039 3.0432685 2.2488211 1.2094229 0.2558103
Cmin (122) Cmin (221) Cmax (112) Cmax (121) Cmax (122) Cmax (221)
0.2019148 0.4418066 1.4792962 2.0880558 1.9424523 1.0510265
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phases. The largest fitting errors with respect to the experimental
values are found for Al4U (around 3% for the lattice parameters and
half the value for the formation energy).

3. Results for pure Al

3.1. Linear thermal expansion and melting temperature

To obtain the linear thermal expansion of pure Al, a temperature
ramp from 250 K up to 1800 K is made for a block of 5� 5� 5 cubic
Table 6
Calculated (MEAM), other interaction scheme (EAM), experimental (Exp.) and first
principles (FP) lattice parameters and formation energies of the intermetallic phases
in AleU. Target properties are in bold.

Structure Property MEAM EAM [33] FP Exp. [34] w

Al2U a (Å) 7.672 7.585 7.674a

7.635b

7.629c

7.760 1000

DE (eV/at) �0.319 �0115 �0.127b

�0.147c
¡0.319 500000

Al3U a (Å) 4.271 4.166 4.266d

4.287a

4.238b

4.237c

4.265 1000

DE (eV/at) �0.263 �0.104 �0.096b

�0.155c
¡0.281 500000

Al4U a (Å) 4.501 4.128 4.356b

4.352c
4.401 1000

b (Å) 6.109 6.470 6.197b

6.183c
6.255 1000

c (Å) 13.775 13.691 13.671b

13.699c
13.728 1000

DE (eV/at) �0.137 �0.038 �0.039b

�0.185c
¡0.258 500000

a Ref. [35].
b Ref. [36].
c Ref. [37].
d Ref. [38].

Fig. 1. Relative stability of the AleU intermetallics. Full (open) circles correspond to
calculated (experimental [34]) values. Structures are indicated by their strukturbericht
symbol.

simulation in Al.
unit cells (N ¼ 500 atoms) for a relatively long simulation
(t ¼ 104 ps) at P ¼ 0. The discontinuity in the atomic volume U vs
temperature T at approximately 1200 K shown by Fig. 2 marks the
end of the crystal order. Some overheating of the solid is to be
expected, as no preferential nucleation site is provided. Once the
solid is destabilized, the temperature drops to around the melting
temperature and liquid becomes the new equilibrium state [39].

By fitting a polynomial to each phase, the linear expansion co-
efficient can be obtained as a ¼ 1/3U � vU/vT. Table 7 shows that
the obtained values are larger than the available experimental data.

The coexistence phase method developed byMorris et al. [42] is
applied to determine the melting temperature for the obtained
potential. For this purpose, a large block of 4000 atoms is used. To
obtain this large block, two sub-blocks (one in the fcc phase and the
other in the liquid state) are built by juxtaposing four times the
same cell of the previous temperature ramp simulation, before and
after the melting has taken place. Then, the two sub-blocks are
brought into contact arbitrarily in the [100] direction by appro-
priately rescaling the other two perpendicular edges. A short
thermalization at constant NPT is performed at an initial estimation
of Tm and P ¼ 0 to remove as much stress as possible. Finally, the
two-phase system is simulated at constant NVE for a relatively long
time (103 ps) at several slightly different volumes. If both phases
still exist at the end of the run, the resultant values of T and P will
correspond to that of the equilibrium phase transformation.
Extrapolation to P ¼ 0 gives the melting temperature Tm. The
ClaussiuseClapeyron equation dP/dT ¼ L/TmDU is used, to obtain
the latent heat L by previously calculating DU from Fig. 2 at the
obtained Tm. Table 8 resumes all characterizing quantities for the
melting of Al with the fitted potential.

3.2. Stacking faults

A stacking fault is an incorrect stacking in the sequence of (111)
Table 7
Calculated (MEAM) and experimental (Exp.) linear thermal expansion for Al
(�10�5 1/K) in solid (afcc) and liquid (aliq) phases.

MEAM Exp.

afcc at 300 K 4.08 2.36a

aliq at Tm 5.01 3.27b

3.4e3.97b

a Ref. [40].
b Ref. [41].



Fig. 3. Vacancy diffusivity as a function of temperature in fcc Al.

Table 8
Calculated (MEAM) and experimental (Exp.) melting temperature, latent heat and
volume change for Al.

MEAM Exp.

dP/dTjTm (MPa/K) 14 14.4a

16.9b

Tm (K) 951 933.61b

DU (cm3/mol) 0.855 8.3% 0.729c

6.4%d

L (J/mol) 11400 10580 ± 150b

a Ref. [43].
b Ref. [44].
c Ref. [45].
d Ref. [46].
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compact planes in the fcc lattice. The stacking sequence in the
perfect lattice is …ABCABCABC…, where A, B and C represent the
usual different equilibrium positions in a compact plane of spheres.
There are three different structure types for this defect. The twin
fault, related to twin boundaries, with a sequence …ABCABC-
BACBA… The intrinsic fault, formedwhen a plane of the sequence is
missing, i.e., …ABCABCjBCABC…. And, finally, the extrinsic fault,
when an extra compact (111) plane is inserted in the perfect
sequence, …ABCABACABC… The defect energy is calculated as
gSF ¼ Si(Ei � Ec)/A, where Ei is the energy of atom i evaluated
through Eq. (1), A is the defect area and the sum extends over all
atoms in the system containing the fault. Table 9 lists the calculated
values for the different stacking faults. Their comparison with
available experimental and first principles values [47] show a good
correspondence.
Table 10
Calculated (MEAM and FP) and experimental (Exp.) elastic constant and bulk
modulus (GPa) in AleU intermetallics.

Property MEAM FP Exp.

Al2U C11 345 230a

C12 103 38a

C44 72 77a

B 183 111b 74g

102a 83 ± 9h

93c

Al3U C11 169 158a

C12 96 50a
a

3.3. Diffusion by vacancy mechanism

MD simulations for a system with one vacancy at different
temperatures have been performed to calculate the diffusivity by
vacancy mechanism in fcc Al. The mean square displacement <r2>
of all atoms is recorded at regular times during the simulation and
the diffusivity calculated through D* ¼ limt/∞ < r2 > =6t. Its
behavior with T follows an Arrhenius form D* ¼ D0 expð�Em=kBTÞ,
fromwhich a vacancy migration energy of Em ¼ 0.66 eV is obtained
(Fig. 3). This result compares very well with that of Table 3 calcu-
lated statically.
C44 51 81
B 120 98.07d 68 ± 7h

94b

81.57e

86a

90c

Al4U C11 164
C22 183
C33 171
C12 102
C13 74
C23 80
C44 30
C55 26
C66 54
4. Results for AleU alloy

4.1. Elastic properties of intermetallics

Table 10 reports elastic constants and bulk modulus produced
with the present MEAM potential for the three intermetallics. Bulk
moduli calculations are obtained from simulations at different
volumes rather than elastic constants averaging. Present calcula-
tions show systematically higher values than those available from
first principles and experiment.
Table 9
Calculated (MEAM), first principles (FP) and experimental (Exp.) stacking fault en-
ergies (mJ/m2) for pure Al.

MEAM FP [47] Exp. [47]

Twin 93 5e130 75
Intrinsic 187 124e280 166
Extrinsic 187 108e260
4.2. Temperature stability and thermal expansion of the AleU
intermetallics

Temperature ramps, as performed for pure Al, are made for each
of the three AleU intermetallics. Chosen block sizes are the same as
previously described in Section 2.4. Simulations are run for 104 ps
or more, continuously increasing the temperature from 100 K to
3000 K at P ¼ 0. The atomic volume as a function of temperature in
each case is given in Fig. 4. As in the case of pure Al, all simulations
present an overheating of the solid phase and a sudden tempera-
ture drop at the start of the liquid phase [39]. Simulations show that
B 113 94b 73 ± 5h

84f

88c

a Ref. [35].
b Ref. [36].
c Ref. [37].
d Ref. [48].
e Ref. [38].
f Ref. [49].
g Ref. [50].
h Ref. [51].



Fig. 4. Atomic volume as a function of temperature for a) Al2U, b) Al3U and c) Al4U.
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the thermal stability of the crystal structure for Al2U and Al3U is
larger than that for Al4U, which is consistent with experimental
evidence [34].

Linear thermal expansion coefficients are calculated by fitting a
polynomial to the lattice parameters as a function of T. The obtained
results are shown in Table 11. Calculated values of the expansion
coefficients are a third to a half their corresponding experimentally
observed values. It is worth to note that Al4U shows anomalous
temperature behavior along the b lattice parameter as in the case of
aU [22]. To the authors' knowledge, there is no experimental or
theoretical evidence in the literature at this respect. A large
disparity between thermal expansions in different directions will
certainly produce large stresses in polycrystalline Al4U and may
help to understand why this phase is frequently found in as a gray
powder on diffusion experiments [14].

The coexistent phase method has also been applied to study the
Table 11
Calculated (MEAM) and experimental (Exp.) linear thermal expansions (�10�6 K�1)
for the three intermetallics.

MEAM Exp.

Al2U 5.2 15.1a

Al3U 10.3 15.2a

16.8b

15.9c

Al4U a
b
c

35.1
�18.4
14.6
(10.4 average)

16.5a

a Ref. [52].
b Ref. [53].
c Ref. [54].
congruent melting of the Al2U intermetallic. A long two-phase
simulation block of 5184 atoms is built, following a similar proce-
dure as in the case of pure Al (a four cell long block in C15 structure
and a four cell long block in liquid state, from the previous Al2U
temperature ramp, joined in the [100] direction). Several constant
NVE simulations for times between 5 � 103 and 104 ps are carried
out at slightly different volumes around an initial guess of the
melting temperature. New layers of this ordered solid alloy have
been observed to grow over the initial solid block under certain
conditions (P is too high and/or T is too low), although the growth
velocity is too slowand longer simulation times are needed to reach
equilibrium. Therefore, most of the P vs T equilibrium points come
from simulations in which melting of the initial solid occurs.
ClaussiuseClapeyron equation is used to obtain the following re-
sults: dP/dT¼ 15.5MPa/K, Tm¼ 2130 K,DU¼ 1.5 cm3/mol, L¼ 50 kJ/
mol. The melting temperature is overestimated by around 12.5% of
the experimental value [34].

4.3. Species mobility at infinite dilution

Here, a few selected simulations are presented to test the case of
infinite dilution. No systematic studies are carried out, as the only
intention is to show the behavior of the fitted potential in such
situation. Static CI-NEB (Climbing Image Nudged Elastic Band)
calculations and/or constantNPTmolecular dynamics at the highest
possible temperatures have been performed in each phase in order
to gain a crude idea of solute mobility.

4.3.1. U diffusion in Al
Blechet et al. [55] measured the diffusion coefficient of U in Al at

infinite dilution by fissiography between 798 and 898 K and
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observed Arrhenius behavior with activation energy of around
0.29 eV. A few years later, Housseau et al. [56] measured the
diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution of U in Al on the order of
10�8 cm2/s between 823 and 903 K. More recent experiments
performed by P�erez et al. [57] could not yield any detectable
diffusion (D < 10�17 cm2/s) of U into Al at 773 K. The present MEAM
potential yields a jump barrier of 1.40 eV for a first neighbor
interchange between a U atom and a vacancy in fcc Al, more than
twice the value for pure Al, which indicates a very lowmobility of U
in Al. Consistently, a MD simulation at T ¼ 900 K in a block of 500
atoms containing one substitutional U and a vacancy do not show
any interchange between these two defects after around 5� 104 ps.

4.3.2. Al diffusion in U
There are a few experimental works regarding the Al mobility in

aU. James and Fern [58] have estimated the diffusion of Al in aU by
measuring the growth rate of Al2U particles from g quenched
adjusted U. They found that the activation energy for diffusion is
Q ¼ 4.0 ± 2.0 eV. By using the same technique, Stelly [59] found
values close to 1.7 eV, in agreement with values of Smith [60] for
high temperatures. In the present work, the energy barriers for the
interchange between a neighbor Al atom and the vacancy in aU are
calculated for different relative positions (see Ref. [33]). Results are
given in Table 12. It can be seen that the lowest energy barriers
belong to jumps from 1st and 2nd neighbor positions. They
correspond to vacancy movements along the [100] direction and
the [001] zigzag direction in aU respectively. Jumps from 3rd and
4th neighbor positions, identified with vacancy jumps with a larger
component along [010] direction, yield much higher energy bar-
riers. This behavior is independent of the chemical nature of the
jumping atom.

A MD simulation at T ¼ 900 K has been made in a block of 720
atoms with one substitutional Al atom close to a vacancy, showing
several interchanges after 4 � 104 ps along the compact [100] di-
rection in aU.

Regarding Al mobility in gU, simulations show that the present
potential yields a very low diffusivity, independently from the
migration mechanism in operation. A simulation at T ¼ 1400 K of a
small cubic block with 686 atoms containing one substitutional Al
atom and a vacancy showed only one interchange with the vacancy
after 4.5� 104 ps. The Al atom in an interstitial position results to be
unstable and do not move from its equilibrium substitutional po-
sition after a similar simulation time. To the authors' knowledge,
there is no available experimental measurement on Al diffusion in
gU in the literature.

4.4. Point defects in AleU intermetallics

4.4.1. Formation energies in Al4U
There has been a discrepancy in the literature regarding the

composition range of existence for Al4U. Borie [61] found a
composition range from 81.8% to 83.1%at Al by chemical analysis
but his X-ray measurements suggested a formula Al4U. He
explained the inconsistency by assuming unoccupied U sites. X-ray
measurements on Al4U samples made by Zenou et al. [62]
concluded that Al4U is a typical defect structure with about 10%
Table 12
Calculated migration energies (in eV) from a n-th vacancy neighbor atom in aU.

Neigh. shell Al U [22]

1st 0.47 0.30
2nd 0.71 0.36
3rd 3.25 1.52
4th 2.63 1.25
constitutional vacancies on the U sublattice. Kassner et al. [34] and
Wang et al. [63] reflected this result in their reported phase dia-
grams. Other authors [64] did not find any evidence of constitu-
tional defects and claim that perfect stoichiometry is in effect. This
characteristic has been reflected by recent calculations of the AleU
phase diagram [65].

According to the structure of Al4U [64], there are eight different
constitutional point defects in this intermetallic compound
(generated from the four Wyckoff positions in the perfect lattice: U
atoms at positions 4e and Al atoms at positions 8h, 4e and 4a or
Al(1), Al(2) and Al(3) respectively), if only vacancies and antisites
are to be considered. The equivalent site for U gives place to one
type of U vacancy (VU) and one Al antisite (AlU) while the three Al
sites originate three different Al vacancies (VAl(1), VAl(2), and VAl(3))
and three U antisites (UAl(1), UAl(2), and UAl(3)).

To determine their formation energy, each defect has been
simulated for block sizes of 3 � 2 � 1 (N ¼ 120) and 5 � 3 � 2
(N ¼ 600) allowing for full atomic relaxation under periodic
boundary conditions. The calculated energy differences with
respect to the pure metals are shown in Fig. 5 together with the
perfect stoichiometry structure. According to the Wagnere-
Schottky model [66], the formation enthalpy (per atom) of an off-
stoichiometric compound is a linear function of the point defect
concentration:

DHd
f ¼ DHperf

f þ Hdxd (9)

where DHd
f is the formation enthalpy (per atom) of a cell with N-

atoms containing one point defect of type d, DHperf
f is the formation

enthalpy of a perfect cell,Hd is the formation enthalpy of an isolated
point defect of type d and xd is the atomic concentration of defects.
Table 13 reports the values of Hd for each defect in Al4U obtained by
fitting a linear relationship as that given by Eq. (9). Results obtained
by first principles calculations by other authors [67] are also shown.
Deficiency of Al is dominated by the UAl(2) antisite, while excess of
Al by AlU antisite, in agreement with first principles results [67].
4.4.2. Diffusion in AleU intermetallics
MD simulations for a system with one vacancy at different

temperatures have been performed to calculate the diffusivity by
vacancy mechanism in Al2U, Al3U and Al4U. The simulations are
made for the same box sizes described in Section 2.4. The tem-
peratures are chosen in the range 800 K � T � 2000 K, depending
on themelting temperature of the given intermetallic. Equilibration
Fig. 5. Vacancy and antisite excess energies for Al4U. The lower vertex corresponds to
perfect Al4U structure. Symbols farther away from the vertex correspond to small
simulation sizes. Lines join systems with the same defect.



Table 13
Calculated (MEAM) and first principles (FP) vacancy and antisite formation energies
(eV) for Al4U.

Wyckoff position MEAM FP [67]

Vacancy Antisite Vacancy Antisite

U(1) 4e 2.27 1.87 1.59 1.44
Al(1) 8h 3.67 1.45 1.07 0.27
Al(2) 4e 3.85 0.75 1.93 �0.075
Al(3) 4a 7.12 1.06 1.99 0.62
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runs at NPT for 5 � 103 ps at each temperature are initially made
and their final output configurations subsequently used for longer
runs of 5� 104 ps at NVE. During this latter stage, the mobility D* of
each species is calculated similarly as in the case of pure Al. The
resulting values are shown in the Arrhenius plots of Fig. 6. Migra-
tion energies obtained by fitting the data to an Arrhenius equation
are: Em ¼ 1.62 ± 0.06 for Al2U, Em ¼ 1.05 ± 0.04 eV for Al3U and
Emx ¼ 0.90 ± 0.03 eV, Emy ¼ 0.91 ± 0.06 eV, Emz ¼ 1.09 ± 0.06 eV, for
Al4U. The analysis of the MD migration path in each structure to
identify individual jump configurations at low temperatures
motivated the calculation of migration energies by using the CI-NEB
technique. Fig. 7 shows typical vacancy migration paths and stati-
cally calculated migration energies for each elementary jump. Va-
cancy jumps in Al2U and Al3U involve first neighbor distances,
while for Al4U several jumps have to be considered. In this latter
structure, vacancymigration along the x axis is due to a zigzag jump
with a static barrier Em ¼ 0.65 eV, while migration along the y axis
is mainly performed along a compact direction with Em ¼ 0.53 eV,
both jumps involving 8h positions. The movement along the z axis
is accomplished by means of two consecutive jumps along an
asymmetric path from 8h to 4a, Em ¼ 0.49 eV, and its reverse,
Fig. 6. Al diffusivity in: a) Al2U, b) Al3U and
Em ¼ 1.18 eV. The movement along y axis between 4a positions is
rarely observed even when its static barrier, Em ¼ 0.99 eV, is
somewhat lower than the reverse 8h to 4a jump (see Fig. 7c). In
Al2U the static calculation agrees reasonably well with the corre-
sponding MD value. The cases of Al3U and Al4U are different in
which MD values are higher than those calculated by the static
method. It is estimated that entropic contributions, inherent to MD
simulations, and a better statistics in obtaining D* may help to
explain the observed differences.

Interface simulations of Al/U (see next section) show that Al
diffuses by an interstitial mechanism. In order to characterize this
mechanism, MD simulations for a block of Al3U with an extra Al
atom are also made under the same conditions and temperature
range as those for the vacancy study. Results are plotted in Fig. 6b,
together with vacancy results in the same intermetallic. The cor-
responding migration energy is Em ¼ 0.52 ± 0.01 eV. The observed
equilibrium configuration is an octahedral site, in which the extra
Al atom is positioned at the center of the unit cube and surrounded
by six Al neighbors. Its migration mechanism is that of the inter-
stitialcy, inwhich the interstitial Al pushes one of its neighbors into
the next octahedral site, as indicated in Fig. 7b. CI-NEB static cal-
culations yield a value of 0.50 eV which accounts very well for the
observed MD activation energy. Interstitials are not usually
considered in studies of point defects in intermetallics, although
some antecedents exist in the literature. The role of interstitials in
diffusion in Ni2Al3 compound has been recently stressed by Tin-
gaud and Besson [68]. In particular, Collins and Zacate [69] have
included the octahedral interstitial in the calculation of point defect
equilibrium concentrations in the L12 ordered structure.

It is worth to mention that no migration of the U species is
observed in any of the performed simulations at the studied
temperatures.
c) Al4U. U diffusivity is not observed.



Fig. 7. Observed vacancy jump configurations in a) Al2U, b) Al3U and c) Al4U. Small white (large gray) circles correspond at Al (U) atoms and black circles to moving atoms in a
typical migration path. Part b) also includes the interstitial jump studied in Al3U. The statically calculated migration energies for each elementary jump are also indicated. The dash
line stands for a typical migration path. Numbers and letters inside small circles indicate Wyckoff positions in Al4U.

Fig. 8. Simulation of the interface between liquid Al and solid gU at T ¼ 1400 K: a)
t ¼ 0, b) t ¼ 8 � 103 ps. Al (U) atoms are represented by light (dark) gray circles.
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Interstitial diffusion in Al2U and Al4U have not been investigated
as they are out of the scope of the present work.

4.5. Al3U layer growth in a Al/U diffusion couple

The formation of Al3U in a diffusion couple of Al(Liq.)/gU is
studied by MD simulations at the highest possible temperature,
avoiding the melting of U. In a first simulation, a large block is
constructed by joining two previously equilibrated cells of 3000 Al
atoms in liquid state and 1000 U atoms in bcc structure at
T ¼ 1400 K and P ¼ 0, as shown in Fig. 8. The simulation is per-
formed under constant V and rescaling the velocities to keep the
temperature constant every around 0.1 ps. No ordered structure is
formed after ~104 ps at the interface although some U atoms are
dissolved into the liquid. By analyzing the atomic displacement
between consecutive configurations, it is observed that the atoms
in the alloyed layer close to the interface have a low mobility,
compared to those at the gU solid. It is in this layer where a new
phase is expected to start forming. The low mobility suggests that
atoms will take a long time, certainly longer than the extent of
simulation, to rearrange themselves spontaneously in an ordered
solid, which means a long nucleation time. This behavior depends
strongly on the system and it may be taken as a measure of the
glass-forming ability of an alloy [70].

To avoid waiting for an apparently long nucleation time, a new
system is created in which layers of Al3U are added to both Al(Liq.)/
gU interfaces. Although not directly observed in the previous
simulation, it is assumed here that Al3U is the most probable



Fig. 9. Simulation of the interface between liquid Al, solid Al3U and gU at T ¼ 1400 K:
a) t ¼ 0, b) t ¼ 9 � 104 ps. Al (U) atoms are represented by light (dark) gray circles.
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nucleating phase first, on energetic grounds, as shown by Fig. 1, and
second, because it has the smallest unit cell compared to other
close competing structures. The y and z simulation box sizes for gU
and Al3U are chosen so as to have a commensurate interface, i.e., 5
lattice parameters for gU, agU ¼ 3.537 Å, and 4 lattice parameters
for Al3U, aAl3U ¼ 4.416 Å, both corresponding to equilibrium values
at the simulated temperature and pressure. Previous to a short
equilibration of all structures at the same temperature and pres-
sure, it is observed that the intermetallic grows rather fast, by
means of Al atoms diffusing through the Al3U phase. No migration
of U atoms has been identified except for a local reordering at the
Al3U/gU interface. The Al migration takes place through an inter-
stitialcy mechanism as already described in the previous section. As
atoms are extracted from the pure Al side and deposited into the
Al3U/gU interface region and due to the fact that three Al atoms are
needed for each U atom to form an Al3U unit, the Al3U phase grows
faster towards the Al side rather than into the U side, as can be seen
from the snapshot showed in Fig. 9. Such result is in agreement
with experimental observation [14,15]. The observed long nucle-
ation time and relatively easier layer growth of Al3U are also
consistent with the experimental evidence [5].
5. Summary and conclusions

In the present work, MEAM interatomic potentials to model
pure Al and AleU alloys have been developed. The potential pa-
rameters for Al are fit to literature values of several properties of the
ground state fcc structure and a few other metastable states, point
defect properties, and the fcc elastic constants. Although other
MEAM potentials for pure Al exist in the literature, the one ob-
tained here assures its compatibility with the details of the
framework presently adopted, while having a very nice perfor-
mance with many desired properties. The results obtained for
melting properties, stacking faults and point defects diffusivity are
consistent with experimental data, the exception being the thermal
expansion, which is highly overestimated.

On the other hand, the MEAM potential for the AleU alloy
moderately approximates the lattice parameters and formation
energies of Al2U, Al3U and Al4U, but insures a good structure sta-
bility of the three intermetallics at realistic temperatures. Elastic
properties and thermal expansion are also calculated for the three
intermetallics, the obtained results being in modest agreement
with available experimental data. Care should be exercised when
using these potentials to study mechanical properties. The pro-
nounced anisotropic expansion found for Al4U is suggested as one
possible cause for the lack of bulk integrity of this phase found in
experiments.

Although not previously mentioned, the potentials do not pro-
duce the correct behavior of the bulk moduli with pressure [48].
Therefore, it is not advisable to use them in simulations under
pressures other than those found in normal conditions.

One of the most important applications of the developed
interatomic AleU potential is the study of species diffusivities and
diffusion mechanisms in the intermetallics. Simulations of the va-
cancy diffusivity suggest that Al moves much faster than U in all
intermetallics, as usually proposed in the literature. Interestingly,
diffusivities in the principal directions on Al4U do not differ very
much in spite of its anisotropic structure.

Finally, the experimental characteristics of the Al3U growth at
the Al/U interface seem to be well represented, although the
responsible migration mechanism for Al might deserve further
studies.
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